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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core Processor
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Video Memory: 256 MB

Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce 8500 /ATI Radeon HD 2600

Sound: DirectX 9.0c Compatible

Other Requirements:Initial installation requires one-time internet connection for Steam authentication; software installations
required (included with the game) include Steam Client, DirectX 9, Microsoft .NET 4 Framework, Visual C++ Redistributable
2005, Visual C++ Redistributable 2008, Visual C++ Redistributable 2010, and AMD CPU Drivers (XP Only/AMD Only)
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borderlands 2 assassin stinging blade pack

If you are serious about video playback, and need to tweak and customize how video is played then Zoom Player is definitely
for you. Sure, VLC and MPC play "everything" and are free. But honestly - their user interface is a mess, it's hard to figure out
where to customize playback and settings. They work fine for a basic user who just wants to play a file, but lacks a lot in the
options and features.

Zoom Player has a ton of features, while making it easy to find the basic settings. The Advanced menu is huge, and it also has a
search function to easily find the settings you want which is a huge bonus.

The intergrated Install Center allows you to download all the codecs you need to play 99% of all video out there: LAV Filter,
FFDShow, MadVR, AC3filter and so on. There's no need to download those huge and confusing "codec-packs" that in my
experience just mess up your playback.

There's a free version as well, available on the developer site, and it does basically everything the Steam version does, but you
get some extra features here, and you are supporting a quality product (which IMO is important as well).

The most lacking feature might be the network streaming, like VLC has. But then again VLC was built from the ground up to be
a networked media player.

I've been using Zoom for years now, and it outclasses all the other media players I've tried.

Personally I'd rather get it from the developers themselves, but having it in Steam is a nice addition.
. Pretty decent game to pass time in. Could be better after the game gets more maps, since it kinda gets repetitive.

Sad that developer ditched this game though. For being able to destory entire solar systems, making planets startships, making
planet sized starships, and being able to construct ring worlds. I give this game a thumbs up, the game is a little brutal to the first
time player but a quick trip to youtube or to the forum will lead you in the write direction to creating the most badass
empire/federation.. I want a neutral button, I don't recommend it if you loved the first one or if you like to play games without
having to look up what is the point of this or if you like puzzles in the normal sense of the word. But it's pretty and there are
puzzles kind of, but this wasn't at all what I expected after playing Toki Tori 1 and I was disapointed. It's not a puzzle game like
the first game it's an open world 2D platform explorer with puzzle elements. And like the new blurb says it tells you nothing
about anything you have to figure out everything yourself, there is no kinda of tutorial at all. But it's not bad so I don't not
recommend it if this is what you looking for, just be aware it's nothing like the first Toki Tori.. Overall I like this skinn, I got all
of them on a sale so it was good deal, but there is one thing I think it would be better. Instead of the red and bright brownish
pants, I think it would be much better if the color was dark green with black leather. Like some people say in general the island
is a dark place (not only because of the lore), but because of the nature on it - mostly rocky with dark green plantation and
would be a very good camoflage. Anyway even if I enjoyed this one I prefer the Guerilla Skin, because it blended better with
the enviroment and has 1 thing that this skin greatly miss - Lara's wounds. During the game progress we see her in very cruel
situations - stabed, hitted, falling and whats so, the original skin has all the details about that and the Sure-Shot skin is like she
just arrived on the island and all the way thru the game she almost doesn't have a scratch. With the Guerilla Skin however I
noticed she has even more blood\/scars on her shoulder and face, which is why I played most of the time with the Guerilla Skin.

And - a small (almost insignificant) spoiler for Arrow TV show if someone didn't watch it but intend to:
 --- I know it's not really on the topic but I was a huge fan of the 1st and 2nd season of the Arrow show, and the island has
similarities with Lian Yu (the island Oliver Queen crahed in North China Sea, similair to Lara). SO I think there is somekind of
connection between Lara and Oliver with this island situation (+ both mastered archery) and the enviroment and nature seems
similar. It would be pretty cool if this "archer" skin was similair to the 1st version of Oliver's Arrow suit (without the hood). Just
IMO.. For those who are having difficulties with starting AH2, it is in your Steam tools menu, not your games menu.

There's been a few small noticeable bugs since I've tested it out, but they seem to do more with how FSX is handled. Otherwise,
it works great and adds a bit more depth to FSX. Still have yet to test out the a lot of the features, but I can't wait to do so.. fixed
the issue making the game playable again. good devs keep on updating their game!. My initial impression is mixed. I really want
to like this game. It is a very interesting and unique idea. The graphics and music are appealing. But there are two very serious
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problems, either one of which would mean that I cannot recommend this game.

1. For a game that advertises as being "hard-core", and "you will die all the time", the restarts are TOO SLOW. This is cardinal
sin number one for this type of game. I don't want to listen to a sound effect and wait for a full second of black screen to try
again.

2. For a game with a time goal on every level (and from what I'ven seen so far, generally very tight), there absolutely needs to be
a single button to press to restart the level. Instantly (see point 1 above). May I suggest the Select button? Worse than this, how
can it possibly be the case that there isn't even a "Restart" option in the pause menu? Who possibly thought this was a good
idea? From what I can tell, the only way to restart the level is to (a) find a way to die (see point 1 above), or (b) open the menu,
exit the level, confirm the dialog that pops up, and select the level again. We're talking approximately 10 seconds here. Each
time you want to start again.
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SO ADDICTIVE!!!
Wow, this is beyond a simple match 3 game. I am totally blown away at how much FUN this is. It steals away my time.
Please get working on a sequel soon.
I NEED MORE!!!!
10\/10. Bit too delirious & "glitch style" for my liking. First Winter is a better choice. Still, at this price, may as well add to cart
sometime & have a look anyway.. Buy it and if the activation refuses to work, get a refund. I bought this a long time ago and on
Windows 7 it refused to activate. After upgrading to 10, I gave it another try and it worked. Don't know if the OS change fixed
it or not, but it's working. This game is a ton of fun and better than the other, modern, Dark Void. It's like this game actually
came out on the SNES. I have more fun with this than most modern AAA games released. Why can't Capcom just make games
like this? Only complaint is the DRM.. This game is possibly the worst game I have ever encountered, as far as load times are
concerned. It takes 6 plus minutes to do the initial load and 6 plus minutes to load a save. It seems to get worse as you grow your
city. On my last load, I stopped it after 20 minutes. I have played the Anno series, and while there is so much more happening,
across the map, it loads wayyyyyyy faster. The mechanics and gameplay of this game are good and I was really getting into the
game. But, because of the aforementioned problems I find it unplayable. This is the first time , out of the dozens of games I
have bought from Steam, that I am wanting to ask for a refund.
A really good and interesting game that suffers through poor execution.
If the game developers solve this problem, by all means buy this game, it is really a lot of fun.
If they don't, leave them in the dust-bin of of game history.
. Best Orc themed gas simulator out there.. I have drawn billow and the game so please give a thumbs up. very very good ol
game - stands up well in this day and age
classic of video game
. This game is game is creative and original. I want to like it, but find it annoying.. Good Game Absolutely, Enjoyable
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